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COTS aim
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The aim of the performed research was to update the Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) resulting of the PREVENT CSA project.

The COTS update was realized by the evaluation of the former COTS analysis considering the alternative products/technologies
available on market. 

The actualization was focused on four main technologies: 
1. Object classification and detection: capability to distinguish various objects (luggage, handbag, animal, person, 

etc.) and locate them in the image;
2. Association of an item to a person or a group: capability to associate an item to his / its owner(s);
3. Person re-identification and tracking:
a) Facial recognition (biometric data);
b) Body recognition (non-biometric data);
4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items.

The updated COTS focuses on the four technologies mentioned above because they are the solutions most likely to meet the 
requirements of the PREVENT PCP challenge, namely the detection of unattended items and the tracking of the owner.



COTS methodology
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1. Analysis of 
available products 

in public data 
bases (incl. 

Google; Scopus, 
etc.)

2. Verification of 
the product in 

terms of the date 
of application

3. Verification of 
the compliance 
with the former 

COTS analysis

4. Analysis of the 
product technical  

description in 
terms of 

possibility to 
adopt in area of 

the PREVENT PCP 
interest

5. Analysis of the 
product technical  

description in 
terms of 

compliance with 
identified gaps

6. Analysis of the 
product 

description in 
terms of the 
possibility  of 
achieving the 

required usable 
properties and 
interoperability



1) Object classification and detection: 
capability to distinguish various objects
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Object classification and detection is a fundamental step in automatic video-surveillance or video analytics. It allows improved 
tracking and a more accurate description of events allowing to distinguish between different objects in an image (human being, 
animal, luggage, vehicle, etc.). However, as real-world applications need a real-time, flexible, easy and quick to configure solution, 
the design of a practical object classification algorithm becomes a challenge. 

Below are the example solutions available on the market (24 solutions found in total): 
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1) Object classification and detection: 
capability to distinguish various objects



2) Association of an item to a person or a group 
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Association solutions will allow to link an object, such as a piece of luggage for example with its owner or even in some cases its
group of owners.

This technological unit is extremely important in the use case treated by PREVENT PCP, namely the detection of an unattended item
baggage and the tracking of the owner. This association can, in some cases, be very complex with several subtleties (one owner,
several owners, transfer of ownership of the object from one person to another, occlusion of the scene, etc.).

Example solutions (10 found in total):
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2) Association of an item to a person or a group 



3) Person re-identification and tracking 
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Recent terrorist attacks have, in many cases, underscored the ease with which individuals have been able to travel undetected. In
recent years, several of these attacks have taken place in train stations or on public transport. In this context, several tracking solutions
using biometric data (face, posture, size, etc.) and non-biometric data (clothing, accessories, etc.) have been developed.

The goal is to help video operators to quickly locate a person in time and space. Indeed, the solution must be able to facilitate the
search (deferred streams) or track in real time people of interest by relying on the use of biometric or non-biometric data. The
challenges of such a solution are to improve the security of people and to limit traffic disruption.

a. Facial recognition (biometric data – 28 solutions found in total)
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3) Person re-identification and tracking 
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b. Body Recognition (non-biometric data – 6 solutions found in total)

3) Person re-identification and tracking 



4) Unsupervised learning algorithms 
to detect unattended items
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99% of surveillance video being generated and recorded is never watched by anyone and produces no value whatsoever. This is because there is
simply too much data to humanly process. This results in missed detections of abnormal events that could be happening in scene. Current methods
have tried to automate this by using rule-based approaches in video analytics (See 1) Object classification and detection). Other technologies uses an
unsupervised Machine Learning technique that is able to analyse vast amounts of surveillance video autonomously which does not require users to pre-
define the rules for event detection. It is able to automatically identify patterns (i.e. motion, trajectories) in a scene and find deviations and abnormalities
to warn of potential security and safety threats.

Conclusion from current SOTA analysis and researches: current technology isn’t able to provide a detect anomalies system in real time without
requiring normal or labelled logs, thus, a system dedicated to anomaly detection frameworks should be develop:

“Log files record precious information, they show up as a valuable resource for debugging and preventing failures. However, log file 
sizes have grown too large for humans to perform timely and efficient analysis. To solve this issue, many researchers have proposed 

automated anomaly detection frameworks. However, the current state-of-the art fails at providing an anomaly detection framework 
which can detect anomalies in real time without requiring normal or labelled logs”.

Zeufack V., Kim D., Seo D., et al., An unsupervised anomaly detection framework for detecting anomalies in real time through network system’s log files analysis,
High-Confidence Computing, 1, 2021



4) Unsupervised learning algorithms 
to detect unattended items
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Example solutions (4 found):



COTS conclusions
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1. A broad update of COTS analysis in the range of new or upgraded products available on the market in the field
of three key technologies has identified new areas of product development in the above-mentioned scope. It
indicates new products, new modernizations and, possibly in individual cases, the end of product development.

2. The idea of introducing the possibility of combining various technologies should be take into consideration due
to the overwhelming majority of available systems which only satisfy a certain part of the identified needs (e.g. only
tracking a given person or only recognizing a person / object). It is a natural phenomenon of specialization for
which it would be optimal to combine existing advanced solutions into one. Such a solution would guarantee a
much higher quality than current systems which, due to limited capabilities, have to choose between the quality of
the solution and the expansion of usability.
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Thank you for your attention!
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